
Sex & Drugs
By the Youth Harm Reduction Team



Check In! 
● Names 
● Pronouns
● Access Needs
● Check In Question : What have 

you been watching recently?



● Consent Under The Influence
● Communicating Consent
● How Different Drugs Affect Sex
● Safety Tips!

What we’re talking 
about today!



Why Sex & Drugs?
● The use of drugs during sex can powerfully enhance the sexual pleasure and 

experience and that is usually why people use drugs for sex. 

● It can increase your sex drive and give you huge bursts of sexually charged 
energy.

● However, navigating consent under the influence of drugs can be tricky! 



Consent & Consumption



What the law says: 
Under Canadian law, an unconscious person cannot agree to sexual activity and 
neither can someone who is so intoxicated that they have been rendered 
incapable of consenting. 

It is important to note that who determines this is often someone who is not 
present at the time of the incident and therefore, is subject to interpretation. 



Consent Under The Influence
❏ Before engaging in sexual activity, everyone involved should ask themselves, 

“Are we able to make decisions now that we’ll feel good about later?”

❏ Consider:

❏ Is my partner acting out of the ordinary?

❏ Is my partner too intoxicated/tired to talk about what they want to do?

❏ Am I risking taking advantage of them when they’re in a vulnerable position?

❏ If you answered ‘yes’ to any of these questions, we do not recommend 
pursuing sexual activity with this person at this time. 



Communicating Consent Under the Influence
❏ Consent is a two way street- meaning you both need to give consent, as well 

as, receive consent to engage in any kind of sex. 

Discussion Questions:

★ In what ways can we communicate 
consent?

★ Does consent look different when under 
the influence of substances? If so, how 
does it differ?



Communicating Consent Under the Influence
● Regardless of intoxication, it is important to frequently check in with your 

partner to ensure that they remain interested and enthusiastic about what 
you’re doing together.

● Remind your partner that it is always okay to change their mind and let you 
know if they’re not feeling up to it

● Look for verbal and nonverbal cues (eye contact, body language) as these may 
be signs that your partner may be feeling differently about their use and/or 
desire to engage in seuxal activity



Things to Think About Before Combining Drugs + Sex! 
● What drug(s) do I want to use?
● What are my sexual expectations for this encounter? Could they be affected 

by the drug(s) I’m aiming to use? 
● Who is providing the substance? Do I know the origin?
● Am I in a safe + comfortable environment to be both using substances + 

having sex? If the environment needs to be changed how could that happen? 
● Where is the exit if I need it?
● Do I have any supplies I may need? (Water, gum, lube, condoms etc.)



How Drugs Influence Sex



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3SBSew6gOs&t=8


Cannabis & Sex

❏ However, some individuals also report having a substantially decreased sexual 
drive when “stoned” or “high”

❏ Cannabis may make it more difficult for individuals to become aroused

❏ One reason that some people may report a heightened sense of sexuality is that 
cannabis often distorts users’ sense of time, thus creating the illusion of 
prolonged arousal and orgasm

❏ For some individuals,  THC can elevate mood and 
arousal, as well as stimulate sexual activity

http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/sexinfo/article/low-sexual-desire
http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/sexinfo/article/low-sexual-desire
http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/sexinfo/article/orgasm
http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/sexinfo/article/sexual-response-cycle
http://www.soc.ucsb.edu/sexinfo/article/sexual-response-cycle


Psychedelics & Sex
❏ Many psychedelics encourage emotional bonding and amplify feelings of 

intimacy 

❏ Psychedelics can increase your sensory experience, enhancing feelings of 
touch, smell, sound etc.

❏ Dose, set and setting will largely influence the experience you have when 
combining psychedelics and sex

❏ Because of the risk of a good time turning into a ‘bad/negative’ trip, this 
combination may be best done with someone you know and trust



Uppers & Sex
❏ Using stimulants such as cocaine and crystal meth can lead to increased 

arousal and more aggressive sex for many individuals.
❏ Be cautious about the positions you’re in as it will be a lot easier to accidentally hurt yourself 

and/or your partner

❏ Watch out for bruises and tears, as these little cuts in the anus/genitalia can make it much 
more likely to transmit/contract STIs. Always use lube to prevent this!

❏ Uppers constrict blood vessels, so many aren’t able to get an erection while 
high on them.

❏ Uppers increase heart rates and blood pleasure, which can enhance physical 
sensation, yet they also often delay orgasm.



Downers & Sex
❏ Downers, particularly alcohol are often used to relieve inhibitions before sex.

❏ Alcohol can make it more difficult for individuals to get/maintain an 
erection.

❏ Downers impair motor control and dull physical sensations which can make 
it harder for individuals to experience orgasm.

❏ The dehydration that comes from alcohol can make it more difficult for a 
partner to get “wet”, which leads to sex being more painful.

❏ Many downers cause drowsiness, ask your partner to check in with you more 
frequently when using these drugs. You may also need a safety plan!



Safety Tips



Safety Tips: Considerations
❏ Do some prior research about the substance you are interested in trying 

*Note: some drugs are less ideal for engaging in sexual activity than others

❏ Some substances may make you more sensitive (physically and emotionally), 
consider how you might communicate/ handle this when with a partner

❏ What are your/your partners “hard no’s”? Do you have a safe word and/or 
action?

❏ What setting will you be in? How might the influence your experience? Are 
you in a safe and comfortable environment to be using substances and 
having sex? 



Safety Tips: Planning Ahead
❏ On any drug you may end up being too high to go searching for condoms and 

lube, always be prepared and have everything you need with you before you 
get high!

❏ Test your substances

❏ Come up with a plan for potential worst case scenario- what will you do if 
things go wrong- with you or  your partner? Consider what would be a sign 
that you or your partner are not okay?

❏ Think about what you may need during and after the night and prep in 
advance (trust us, your future self will thank you)



Safety Tips: During The Night
❏ Start low, go slow

❏ Drink water and take breaks regularly

❏ Check-in with your partner regularly throughout the night

❏ Check in about how they’re feeling on the substance
❏ Check in about how they’re feeling about sex

❏ Be mindful of the potential for barrier breakage

❏ If you/they are travelling home afterwards, offer to send a text when you/they 
get home. You can also offer to be on the phone with them if you/they are 
travelling late at night and under the influence.



Any Questions?



Check Out!
● What’s one thing you learned 

from this workshop?
● What are you doing for self care 

tonight?




